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SAC is Back
SAC IS BACKI SAC (Special Admissions Coalition) wants you to know
about the December 1980 Faculty
meeting that vetoed a hard-fought
compromise worked out in endless
Faculty-Student Admissions Committee meetings. SAC wants you to know
that Dean Prunty is spreading some
(what he politely calls) "misstatements"
about the burning admissions issue at
Hastings. SAC wants you and the
Faculty to know that the admissions
issue at Hastings will not go away until
the school lives up to its rhetorical
commitment to minority enrollment.
ITEM #1: The December 1980 issue
of our alumni paper-THE
HASTINGS COMMUNITY -featured a front page article "From the
Dean" in which Dean Prunty all but
called SAC a pack of liars. He complained about "incorrect data" and
"false assumptions" and set out some
statistics to justify the admissions
"disaster being asserted by a few." He
italicized this section: "There has been
no change in the Faculty policies on
admissions and there has been no
change in the attitude of the administration on that subject- Hastings
remains firmly and fully committed to

its longstanding policy of opportunity
for all and to its program of aggressive
minority recruitment-"
The dean's own statistics belie his
rhetoric. While overall enrollment has
increased, LEOP (Legal Education
Opportunity Program) enrollment has
decreased from 123 in 1979 to 83 in
1980 . La Raza enrollment has declin ed dramatically from 30 to 91 One song
sung by administration apologists during the controversy was that LEOP
figures didn 't tell the story since
mInority (includes non -LEOP) enrollment was up. Yet the facts are that
first year minority enrollment in the
1979 entering class eas 115, while this
year's was only 91 (a 21 % decline) .
ALL THESE FIGURES COME
FROM THE DEAN'S ARTICLE. We
hate to say it, Dean, but: "actions
speak louder than words."
ITEM #2: The Faculty showed its
policy on admissions at the December
1980 faculty meeting. The Faculty
vetoed the recommendations of its own
Admissions Committee by rejecting
the compromise admissions plan hammered out in October and November.
In effect the Faculty instituted an ad missions speed-up which representa-

Discrimination at the
Placement Office
All of the talk these days about
reverse discrimination makes one
wonder: What ever happened to real
discrimination? You needn't look far
to find the answer. Racism and sexism
are alive and kicking right here at
Hastings. One of their haunts is the
Placement Office.
Third year students, especially
women and minorities, feel the effects
of this discrimination most acutely.
They're trying to find jobs, and the
Placement Office is the most convenient employment agency around. Although the Placement Office was
designed to serve all students, its
facilities acutally are used to deny
women and minorites equal participation in the placement services. This exclusion, in tum, denies them equal access to employmentProbably the most obvious racist
and sexist insults and discrimination
have occurred in the on-campus interviews. A few student accounts of actual interviews with white male intervieweT$ are illustrative.
One Hastings student found that
most intervieweT$ dropped their jaws
as soon as they noticed that she was
pregnant. One interviewer spent most
of the interview telling her stories of
women he'd heard of who chose to
raise a family at home rather than
work. He discussed the job only to say
that he doubted the student would
have enough time to devote to her
work.
A Black student was informed by an
interviewer from a Los Angeles firm,
the L.A. wasn't a good place because
of all the desegregation and busing.
A woman applicant was told by a
local firm last year that it didn't like
hiring women because, "they just get
married an move to Washington, D.C.

with their husbands ." This fall an outof-state interviewer repeatedly inquired whether she was married or
had a "love relationship" that might
tie her to this area.
An Asian student had an interview
in which the questions focused on her
race. She was asked whether she had
ever experienced racial discrimination. Later, while discussing her background, the interviewer asked the student whether her father owned a
Chinese laundry. When she responded
that he didn't, the interviewer
wondered, "a Chinese restaurant?"
These are only a few of the outrageous examples of prejudiced and
insensitive interviewers. This conduct
is unacceptable in any employment interview and particularly in an interview sponsored by a publicly supported educational institution . Hastings
plays a role in perpetuating past
discrimination by tolerating these
types of incidents and by failing to
take active steps to discourage future
discrimination.
Students have complained to the
Placement Office about some of these
and other instances of discrimination.
The Placement Office's responses have
been inconsistent. Some students were
told that nothing could be done or
that it was a "peT$onality conflict" and
that the student wouldn't have wanted
to work at that firm anyway. Others
were told that the matter should be
handled "informally" and that
perhaps a note would be put in the
employer's file.
Although 12 years ago at the insistence of some female students, Hastings agreed not to permit employers,
who discriminated against women and

Continued on back page

tives of the LEOP student associations
say is unworkable LEOP admissions
officers say the plan is designed to
eliminate effective review by LEOP
student reviewers, WHAT IS THE
LEOP CONTROVERSY ALL
ABOUT?
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and unilaterally imposed new regulatio_ns that would have excised any remaining LEOP inputAt this point SAC was organtled
SAC is a coalition of APLSA , BALSA ,
La Raza, NALSA , ODLSA (The
LEOP student associations) , ASH (stu -

Professor Charles Lawrence (USF), author of boole on
Bakke decision spealeing at Oct. 31 rally.

LEOP, the affirmative action ad·
missIOns program at Hastings, was
designed "to meet the goals of racially
and socially integrated bar and to help
meet the needs of minority communities." (Hastings' Admissions Policy
Statement.) Like other affirmative action programs , LEOP is meant to
ameliorate the results of 200 years of
slavery, Jim Crow segregation , and
other racist practies in American
history. ｓｴｵ､ｾｮ＠
organizing at Hastings led to the institution of LEOP in
the late sixties , At first , students had
total control over who came in under
LEOP.
The Hastings Faculty and Ad ministration attacked LEOP during
the Bakke litigation in 1977· 78 , They
approved a plan to exclude student
participation in the selection of LEOP
candidates; to utilize the LSAT as the
primary admissions criterion ; and to
eliminate "race" as an admissions
criteria. In March 1978, "SAC , Sr"
called a student strike during which
75% of the student body boycotted
classes and forced a compromise settlement which retained student input,
deemphaslzed LSA T scores , and
allowed the use of race in the process
of selecting students . (This last element was , of cour. e , upheld by the
U.S. Supreme Court's Bakke decision .)
Since the settlement, however, the
administration has continued to whit tle away at the LEOP program While
"policies" have remained unchanged ,
PROCEDURES have been implemented to cutback on student input- Files
have been witheld from LEOP
reviewers and student recommendations have been overrruled with regu larity. Finally, Janis Boster was hired
for the new position of Admissions
Director (without LEOP input) . The
results of her first year? Even she ad mits: "We really fell on our faces , The
results are a crime. " (9 / 29 180 , ) Then
this year , Boster blamed student
re.-iew for bogging down the system

dent government) . the NLG , Clara
Foltz . Third World Women , PILA
and GALAH . SAC took notice of the
decline in enrollment , objected to the
new regulations , and offered guide
lines · for "a procedure satisfactory to
all parties concerned ." These guide·
lines were submitted to the Deans and
Faculty in a 12 page brief. The 20 sug·
gestions went to the Admissions Com·
mittee , which was prepared to ignore
them when the outrage of over 100
vigilant students forced then Chairperson Prugh to schedule a series of four
two-hour meetings to consider the pro ·
posals.
While the Committee met. SAC
staged a successful and militant Octo ·
ber S1 Rally in front of Hastings.
Harry Edwards (UCB sociologist),
Harry Britt (SF Supervisor), Chuck
Lawrence (USF constitutional law
scholar) and many others spoke . A
wine and cheese reception was held for
the Faculty to air SAC's side of the
story _ The Recorder and other media
picked up the issue. SAC picketed and
leafletted. SAC went to Sacramento
and met with state legislators and
aides of the Governor. Alumni and
community spokespersons endorsed
SAC and spoke to the Faculty Com mittee
Some good came out of this organiz ing Boster was forced to back down
on most of her more outrageous pro ·
cedural changes. The administration
responded with volumes of statistics
and press releases (although most of
these were spurious) , Student unity in creased as many of the racial and
cultural barriers that have long
separa ted Hastings students from each
other broke down a little .
But t he Committee meetings were
ultimately a failure. While minor vic
tories were won on procedural points,
a conservative voting block of Professo rs Prugh, Kanowitz , Bird, and
(la ter) McCall betoed most of SAC's

Continued on back page

Reflections of a
Recent Graduate
by John Lande
I know I should feel ecstatically hap py , but I don't . I recently discovered
that 1 had successfully run the legal
gauntlet by graduating from law
school and passing the bar exam .
Actually, when I first learned of my
good fortune from a list on the state
bar's glass doors, I was taken by a
mood of defensive disbelief - was the
bar sure it hadn't made a mistake in
my case? This was not so much due to
a lack of confidence in my examsmanship or memory regurgitation performance during the three-day ordeal last
July, but rather this was a coolly ra tional response to the possibility of an
immediate disruption of my employment pattern, a sharp drop in income,
additional expenses in registering for
the bar and taking another review
course , more tedious hours of preparation to r(!-take the exam, another shot
at that monster test with an even lower
probability of passing than the first
time, and last but not least, another
seemingly interminable wait for the
process to drag itself out.
After a few days, I received a letter
from the bar confirming that I had
really made it. I felt the great relief of
leaving behind a lead weight that, for
months, had been waiting to drop on
my head at any moment.
I got a list of those who had passed
the bar this time around and I was
pleased to find that most of my friends
had also passed. However, a slow
seething bitterness developed in my
stomach as I noted first one, then
others of my friends who had not made
it this time . Someone else who passed
described the same feeling to me this
way, "I feel like I survived the war, but
a lot of my buddies got shot down." It
was particularly distrubing that a disproportionate number of the people I
know who had failed are minorities or
had generously devoted time during
school to extra -curricular activities
benefitting others, instead of stu.siying
to get good grades for themselves.
The whimsey of the whole Rube
ｾｉ､｢･ｲｧ＠
process for licensing lawyers
IS Illustrated by the contrast in results
between the case of one particular
friend I shall call Joe who did not pass,
as compared to my own situation. I
find myself legally certified to assume
the responsibilities of an officer of the
court and to handle people's most sensitive problems despite the fact that
my only practical legal experience was
a 5-unit clinical and that I have only a
fuzzy sense of what to do in common
legal situations. Joe, on the other
hand, had worked in law offices during the last two yean of school and had
become somewhat proficient in his
area of interest, criminal defense , but
because he passed only one of two settions of the exam , he did not pass go
and he did not collect $200.
I.tried to make some sense of my expenence . The results of the marathon
exam seemed to have a remote relationship at best to the .combination of
qualities appropriate to be used as
legal licensing requirements, only one
of which is measured by the test. But
why should I be so surprised? Law
students aren't particularly trained
how to practice law . Why should this
test be able to discriminate between
those who are competent to practice
law and those who are merely able to
give acceptable exam answers?
If Hastings is typical of other law
schools , students usually devote no
more than 20% of their studies-and
sometimes as little as 5 or 10%- to
practical things that lawyers actually
do in real life. (I am ecstatically glad
that I will never answer another dopey
law school exam question) . This in-
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cludes things like drafting papers,
preparing for and conducting various
hearings, and dealing with the court
system and other lawyers.
It seems amazing to me that the
most important part of lawyering - influencing the outcome of deci sions - is almost entirely absent from
the educational program . The practical courses properly focus on
teaching basic techniques, and , to the
credit of some instructors, even
manage to include the larger issues of
knowing how and when to use the
techniques to achieve particul<\r
results .
However, these practical issues are
rarely if ever touched in the "substantive" courses which necessarily comprise the vast majority of a student's
program as dictated by school regulation . Thus the "substantive" courses
leave the clear misimpression that
legal decisions are almost mechanically derived by applying the correct rule
to the self-evident and legally relevant
facts . In reality, the facts and/ or applicable law are usually somewhat
uncertain and the lawyering process
involves influencing other parties or
persuading the courts to take certain
actions for reasons which are often
legally irrelevant (e.g . , one party has
greater resources to devote to litigation, or one side's lawyer has repeatedly been obnoxious) .
Moreover, the quality of ongoing
decision-making in a dispute is absent
from reading the appellate case
reports which are the centerpiece of
the hallowed case method of instruction used in the "substantive" courses.
By the time a case makes it all the way
to an appellate court , most of the
uncertainties (especially factual
disputes-which are usually the guts of
a problem) have already been resolved . And when appellate courts reach a
decision and then write their opinions
explaining the decision, many of the
remaining issues disintegrate as the
written versions of the facts and the
law have a remarkable consistency
with the decision reached . Thus one
could reasonably argue that an overdose. of the case method is actually
detnmental to learning to practice
law .
The other major reason I have lessthan-fond reminiscences of my legal
･ｾｵ｣｡ｴｩｯｮ＠
is that it was systematically
stifled by the inefficient and ineffective case method. I found that I often
disliked attending classes even when
conducted by one of the many able
and respectful faculty members,
because the case method requires far
too much energy to produce far too little learning. Indeed, after reading
many cases - and even after discussing
them in class- I had only a foggy idea
of what I had just learned. An because
it was so tedious and unrewarding, I
used the usual shortcuts (e.g., not
reading the cases and cramming
before exams) which tend to defeat the
process. Please understand, I would
not suggest anything so radical as
eliminating the case method entirely.
Only perhaps 50 to 80%.
By contrast, my experience in a bar
review course reminded me "that learning from .well designed instructional
materials considered taboo by many
ｾ｡｣ｵｬｴｹ＠
(i .e ., outlines) could be satisfymg and nearly enjoyable.
But now that some time has passed
since I graduated, took the bar exam
and survived, my passions have cooled
and I am putting my anger and bitterness behind me . After all, I am a
fully licensed attorney now and I must
proceed with my life. All I need now is
some clients to practice on .

Bar Exam Has
Lowest Fall Pass
Rate Since 1967
SAN FRANCISCO, December 6 Passing grades were given to 50 .2 per
cent of the applicants taking the July ,
1980 , California Bar Examination
producing the lowest pass rate for ｾ＠
Fall Bar examination since 1967 ac cording to figures released here ｴｾ､｡ｹ＠
by The State Bar of California.
(The Spring examinations, generally taken by a higher percentage of
"repeaters ," traditionally have lower
pass rates. Last Spring, for example,
the pass rate was 34 .5 per cent.)
This Fall's pass rate was kept from
plummenting further - to 47 .6 per
cent - through the results of two ad ditional, experimental examinations ,
given to some applicants, that tested
skills not directly measured by the
traditional bar exam. The experimental test scores, which could be substituted for lesser scores on the conventional exam, brought overall grades
up to the pass level for 2.6 per cent of
the total applicants.
Although 8,470 would-be lawyers
applied for the Fall, 1980, exam,
7,839 actually took the test and 3,933
passed .
Because of the two consecutive low
bar-exam pass rates, the state bar's
Committee of Bar Examiners, which
administers the tests, commissioned an
analysis of the decline . The study
shows average scores dropping at a
faster rate in California than throughout the nation, an increase in the
number of repeat California applicants and a decrease in applicants
from California law schools approved
by the American Bar Association.
(California permits graduates of any
law school to take its bar exam; all but
a few other states allow only ABA approved law school graduates to take
the bar test.)

&pen'mental Test ScoTes
Scores on the two experimental exams, which nudged 203 test-takers
over the pass mark, were counted only
for applicants who failed the regular
examination but passed one or both of
the special tests.
In a "Special Session" experimental
exam - taken by 7,424 applicants
and permitting 165 to pass the bar examination - would-be lawyers were
asked to respond to one of four special
tests. They included an examination
of applicants' understanding and analysis of the methods and arguments
used by counsel in a hypothetical case
and an "open-book" test on the extent
to which certain facts and legal information support or are contrary to a
number of legal propositions involved
in a hypothetical case.
An "Assessment Center" experimental exam - which enabled 38 of the

489 applicants who volunteered for the
test to pass the bar exam - measured
ｾ＠ ｮｵｾ｢･＠
of ｬ｡ｾ･ｲｩｮｧ＠
skills including
mtervlewmg, chent counseling and the
ability to produce written documents
such as trial briefs and interrogatories.
Complete descriptions of the testing
and grading procedures for both experimental exams are available from
the Committee of Bar Examiners at
the state bar's San Francisco and Los
Angeles offices. Publication of reseatch findings on the Special Session
testing is planned for May, 1981.
Results of a similar study on the Assessment Center experiments are
scheduled to be released next Fall .
Pass-rate analysis
During the past two weeks, an independent analysis of the decline in
the bar exam pass rate was completed
for the Committee of Bar Examiners
by a consultant to Gansk and Associates in Los Angeles.
The study shows that the average
multiple-choice test score of Fall barexam applicants in California dropped
11. 1 points between 1976 and 1980.
During the same period, the average
score for applicants taking the same
test in 45 other states dropped only 3.6
points . A similar drop in scores on the
essay portion of the California test also
helps account for the reduction in the
pass rate here, according to the study.
The pass-rate analysis also shows a
significant change in the makeup of
California bar exam applicants.
Twenty per cent of the people who
took the Fall , 1978, bar examination
previously had failed the test at least
once. In Fall, 1980, 31 percent of all
applicants for the entire bar examinations were repeaters, a group that
traditionally receives lower scores than
first-time applicants.
In addition, the pass-rate study
shows a drop in the number of barexam applicants who are ABA-approved law school graduates - a
group that usually receives higher
scores than other applicants. ABA-approved schools provided 55 per cent of
the test-takers in 1978 and 50 per cent
in 1980.
Although graduates of ABA-approved schools who take the Fall bar
exam for the first time continue to pass
at a high rate, the study shows a decline in their pass rate from 75 per
cent in 1979 to 73 per cent on the regular examination in 1980. On the mul tiple-choice portion of the bar examination, their average score
dropped five points in the last year.
The study also concludes that grading standards for the bar exam were
practically unchanged during the past
five years.
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An Open Letter from
the ASH Council
AITN:
I. Dean Prunty
2. Dean Caulfield
!I. Dean Peterson
4. Law News
5. Board of Directors
6. Alumni Association
FROM:
Eric Liberman. president. with the en·
dorsement of the ASH Council
RE:
Problems at Hastings
This letter is directed to the many
problems which trouble our student
body. As the governing body. ASH
feels that it must take the responsibili·
ty for bringing attention to these prob.
lems and for developing solutions to
them.
This letter is not the result of a
single event or of even several events.
In these days when Hastings is expand·
ing. ASH feels that attention has been
turned toward the school's growth,
while attention to the students' needs
has been set aside. Many crucial deci·
sions have recently been made and
handed down as edicts . ASH and the
student body feel that many of these
decisions directly affect the students,
and as such. the students are dismayed
at the complete lack of student input
allowed in developing these new
policies.
Not only has student input been
nonexistent. but student desires and
needs have been ignored. ASH feels
that this has led to a serious break·
down in student morale . Hastings,
quite simply, is no longer a productive
and healthy place to attend school. A
great change in the atmosphere has

become apparent over the past several
years - ask any third year student.
This expression of discontent is not un·
common; "If I were a first year student
now; there is no way that I would stay
here for three years."
This is not merely a letter of com·
plaint; specific problems and proposed
solutions will be addressed. Further·
more, administrative action upon
these problems is expected. If this is
treated as merely a letter of grievance
to be read and filed, then action on
our own part will become neceasary.
Firstly, several issues will fIOt be
covered in this lett«. ipl!dfically Plob·
lems concerning a) tbe,plibl' ｩｮｾ＠
law program d' pu(e. and b the LEO'
Program and its dilution as charged by
toe Special Admissions Coalition
(SAC). We are leaving these
aside for the moment. ASH feels that
these two issues are clearly the mO$t
important ones facing the student
body and the institution, and, our ac·
tions in support of these two issues are
on record. We are plaintiffs in the
PILA lawsuit. and we endorse the ac·
tivities of the SAC . However. the
lawsuit is pending in the courts. and
hopefully the administration is cur·
rently dealing in good faith with the
SAC demands. As such. we shall turn
to other issues; the ones which we feel
are so 1) desperately destroying the
open climate which once prevailed .
and 2) that deal with actions which are
being taken in blatant disregard of
student needs and wishes .
I. Day Care Center
The Hastings Child Care Center is
in grave danger of being phased out of
existence . The center is in need of

repairs that are extremely expensive.
ASH cannot possibly fund it. and the
sum is too large an amount for the
Center to realistically acquire throu h
fundraising activities. Carol Ste en
son. the present student leader 0 l t':
Center. has notified
of this p
lem. We have b
that the d
has b

in the new building for the Alumni
C
r (and fundraising activities on
ｬｾ＠
part of paid staff). then we feel
is room in the old building for a
are Center. We know classroom
. tight. Perhaps a seminar in the
of Directors' room is a possibili ·
ty (currently student groups are pro·
hibited from using the facility). In any
event this solution is only a suggestion.
Other solutions are welcome For ex·
ample. space in 100 McAllister is ｡ｬｾｯ＠
a possibility. The main point. how·
ＮＢＬｔＺｲ＠
is that the Center must be saved.
lU\d the school has a duty to help save
it
II. Secunty
On the whole, security does a fine
job and maintains a good working reo
lationship with the students. Recently ,
however, complaints have arisen. A
typical complaint: A student comes to
school, studies in the library, goes out·
side for a break, and then is stopped
from returning. Her I.D. is upstairs,
and admittance is refused. Complaints
have been received which charge ha·
rassment and basically callous treat
ment A further problem was noted
during December finals Students were
not able to gain admittance to the
building. with an examination less
than an hour away Tensions run high
during exam time, but still, mistakes
such as these are impermissible.
A solution is in the making. Al
Bromberger, vice·president of ASH, is
currently attempting to set up a meet·
mg WIth security to discuss grIevances.
While the incidents may be more un·
usual than usual, if a student feels ha -

a sep
J
ＮＭ

ｾ

wlJt!S

As promised. we do not intend
merely to identify problems but to
pose solutions as well. For the Day
Care Center. we feel a good solution
would be to use the Old Commons as
the new Center. It is a good envIronment, and to have several children m
the main building could only help, not
hurt, the atmosphere at the school.
It has been pointed out that the area
is needed to hold classes during our
transition . We ask. how did we hold
classes over the past years with only
one building? It might not be easy to
tie up the Old Commons, but it is certainly possible. If there is ample room

THANK YOU, ｾｎ＠
W1NDWlMP£R. IN
MY SJ.()RT TIME AT' LEGREE, I HAVE
SENSED THAT WE OFTEN PLAC!:: OUR
G-0AL5 FOR 1H£ FUTuRE LAWVER.
AHEAD OF THE f\.E ED3 OF TtlE
STUDENT f>.S A HUMAN BEING-.
WE HAVE LOST SIGHT
THE NEED 1"0 'TREAT

Continued on page 6
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Childcare Center Needs
New Site or Faces Closing
by Jenny Elizondo
The Hastings Childcare Center has
received notice from the State of
California that the physical condition
of the center's present site is unacceptable and unless a new location is
found (or the existing facility IS
brought up to code) by June 1981, the
center will lose its license and its state
funding_
The HCCC is currently located in
the basement of a residential hotel at
270 McAllister on property owned by
Hastings College. The center was
licensed at this site in January 1976 as
a temporary facility. The state renewed this license in 1978 with the understanding that the Hastings Law Center
expansion included plans for a new
child care center.
Unfortunately a new location has
never materialized . The present site is
plagued by cockroaches, plumbing
problems, poor floor and ceiling surfaces, and improper lighting. The
center has also been flooded several
times as a result of extinguishing fires
in the hotel upstairs. Luckily only one
fire occurred at a time when the children were in the center; everyone was
safely evacuated . The state has cited
these sanitation and safety problems
specifically in their licensing report.
State licensing and funding are, of
course, essential to the operation - of
the Hastings Child Care Center. With
state subsidies the HCCC is able to
serve low incoine student parents who
could not otherwise attend law school
for lack of affordable, quality childcare_ Since the Center first received
state funding in 1977, 48 student
families and 51 children have benefited from this state support for child
care expenses. The HCCC program
has been judged exemplary by state
education evaluators, enabling HCCC
to recently receive program expansion
funds. HCCC's infant care services are
unique, and the HCCC program has
been used as a model by other law and
professional schools starting child care
operations nationwide.
Hastings Child Care Center has only two options available to save its
child care license: 1) find a suitable,
new location; or 2) bring the present
center up to state standard by June
1981. Parents and staff are currently
investigating possible sites and
arrangements ｷｩｾｨ＠
the city of San
Francisco, private leases, and obtaining estimates on thl! cost of bringing
the present site up to minimum code.
The Child Care Center is organized
as a separate corporation, so its relationship with and the responsibility of
Hastings College of the Law toward

the Center has been uncertain at
times. However, since 1971 when 3
women law students started HCCC,
the intent of the Center has always
been to provide childcare to needy student families. While HCCC's service to
student families has been continuous,
the commitment from the College that
child care is a valid, important student
service has wavered. Without that
commitment from Hastings College of
the Law, student families face the current site crisis increasingly pessimistic
about their future at Hastings.
As a short term solution, Hastings is
being asked by the student parents to
assist in raising the money to renovate
the Center, or to help negotiate an arrangement with the city for alternative
space. Looking to the future , Hastings
student parents want to see the Center
made a part of the plans for the McAllister Tower, 100 McAllister Street,
while this building is renovated for student housing. This would seem a very
compatible use of space; a day-time
child care center operating in the
lower floors of that building would
then not be disruptive of classes or studying in other college buildings . If
there is some other college property
that could be developed to include a
new child care center, the Board of
Direct-ors of the present center would
be happy to learn about it.
Hastings College of the Law provides no direct financial aid for
students' child care costs. The State
Department of Education funds for
on-campus child care and modest income received from the Antenor
Patino, Jr. Endowment Fund are the
only sources of child care support for
student families. Hastings would be ineligible to receive state child care
funds without the state approved and
. licensed on-campus program. The
College must act to save this state
grant for low-income student families.
Hastings is expanding. Now is the
opportune time for the College to
finally make long term plans for child
care at Hastings.
WINE &: CHEESE RECEPTION
A wine and cheese reception ｷｩｾｬ＠
be
given at the Childcare Center on Tuesday, February 10 at 3 p.m _ Following
a Valentine motif, it will be an occasion for all faculty, staff and students
at Hastings to view the program in
progress, the site, and speak to student
parents about their concerns.
Any questions, please contact Diane
Ryken, Child Care Center 863-0811 or
Donna Raub 557-8612.

PILF Needs You
Why should I join the Public Interest Law Foundation (PILF)?, you
ask. If you don't believe that individuals should receive legal services
if they cannot afford them or that it
matters whether all affected interests
are adequately represented in public
decision making, there probably is no
good reason.
Otherwide, there are lots of good
reasons. PILF is an income-sharing
organization modeled after the successful Berkeley Law Foundation
(BLF) where members contribute a
portion of their incomes and revenue
generated is used to enable law
students and recent law graduates to
provide public interest legal services.
BLF's record of achievement since
its founding in 1976 demonstrates that
even a small number of people can put
together a workable organization able
to implement innovative ideas to help
under-represented groups. Starting
with 56 members in its first year, BLF
has raised over $150,000 and sponsored over a' dozen projects.
Similar organizations at law schools
across the country use the simple income sharing concept to serve several
needs simultaneously:
eUnder-represented groups and individuals receive legal services which
would not otherwise be available due
to the limited amount of other public
interest law funding. For example,
BLF has funded projects. which have
assisted Chinatown residents to secure
basic employment rights, fought for
more reasonable and less restrictive
regulation of family day care providers, and established a community
legal education program to teach
elderly poor people about their rights
and remedies.
eGrantees receive opportunities to
start a career path-in public interest
law, gaining experience in designing
and operating legal services programs.
Many BLF grantees have received continued funding from other sources based on their "track records" developed
through their BLF grants.
eLaw students and lawyers who
would iike to support public interest
law but who personally do not work
regularly on public interest cases can
contribute financially and thus support the work of others, often theil;
classmates.

eMembers can participate in Foun·
dation projects in various ways.
Students can use full-scale projects for
work·study jobs or clinical placements_
Alumni can do pro bono work by providing back-up legal support for
grantees.
eThe Foundation also provides a
means of keeping in touch with school
friends and meeting other socially
committed lawyers. It can be helpful
in reinforcing the values which
motivated many of us to attend law
school.
Hastings students and alumni are
eligible to join the Foundation. (PILF
is not affilitated with Hastings College
of the Law or its alumni association.)
Members normally pledge 2% of their
annual income, but those who cannot
afford 2% can pledge as little as $25.
Pledges are payable in quarterly in·
stallments and each member decides
how much of the pledge to pay each
quarter.
PILF is governed by a board of
directors elected by the membership.
Specific seats on th.e Board are
designated for practicing public interest lawyers, community activists,
and alumni and student members.
Based on last spring's successful
membership drive, the Foundation is
now accepting funding applications
for projects to be conducted during
the summer of 1981. During last
April's pledge drive, 43 members
made commitments totaling more
than $3300, and a new membership
drive is now getting -under way. The
Foundation's Board of Directors expects to be able to make at least one
award, although it may not be able to
fund any proposals if it actually
receives insufficient income.
The request for proposals ' announcement states that Foundation
funds will be used to provide compensation for work-study eligible law
students. Other things being equal, a
proposal from a Hastings student
would receive a preference over one
from a non-Hastings student .
Joining the Public Interest Law
Foundation is a good way to translate
a serious personal commitment to a
better legal system into action. For
more information, leave a note in
locker 903 and someone will contact
you.

Gov. Brown's Stand
on Death Penalty
December 3, 1980
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in
Guadalajara
London
Oxford
Paris
Russia - Poland
San Diego
for informillion: Prof. H. hzerow
U. of Siln Diego School of Law
Aleala Park, San Diego, CA 92110

Hastings College of Law
198 McAllister St.
San Francisco, CA 94102
Re: Peo.ple v jackson
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank the many students at Hastings
who have sent us cards regarding the
above decision and possibility of commutation for Mr. Jackson.
As you know, in 1977 Governor
Brown vetoed then Senator Deukmejian's bill, SB 155. However, the
Governor's veto was subsequently overridden to enact the death penalty
scheme upheld in thejackson decision.
Although Governor Brown's personal
views on capital punishment are succinctly expressed in his veto message
(enclosed), upon enactment of SB 155
he stated he would uphold his oath of
office and carry out the law. While
this means blanket pardons will not be

granted based upon a philosophical
objection to capital punishment, each
case will be closely reviewed on its own
merits pursuant to Article V, Section 8
of the California Constitution.
As in the 42 other cases presently on
death row, upon imposition of sentence copies of Mr. Jackson's trial
transcripts and records were automati·
cally forwarded to our office. Although it would be premature to consider intervention via gubernatorial
clemency until all available avenues of
judicial relief have been exhausted, we
will of course retain all correspondence received on this case for the
Governor's consideration in the event
the matter comes before him for action.
Thank you again for your interest
and comments.
Sincerely,
Allen Sumner
Deputy Legal Affairs
Secretary
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There is a profound and continuing
need for lawyers trained to serve those
who traditionally go without adequate
legal representation, and most students are aware of the academic program established by the Bay Area
Public Interest Law Consortium to respond to that need. The Consortium,
established in July, 1979, consists of
Golden Gate, Hastings, University of
San Francisco, and the University of
Santa Clara Schools of Law.
The Consortium does not, however,
train only law students to represent the
public interest. Its second project the PUBLIC INTEREST CLEARINGHOUSE - is a resource and
training center designed to increase
the effectiveness of the practicing public interest bar as well. The Clearinghouse has also proven itself a unique
educational experience for the 148 law
students currently enrolled in the Public Interest Law Program.
Also begun in July, 1979, the Clearinghouse fills the un met need for legal
services by providing an information
network, training, and other resources
of the kind taken for granted by members of the traditional bar, but badly
lacking among. public interest attorneys. The many students who work in
the Clearinghouse, either as volunteers
or to fulfill the requirements of the
Public Interest Law Program, gain an
overview of how public interest law is
practiced and what the pervasive
problems of such practice are, as well
as a valuable opportunity to meet
some of the hundreds of local attorneys and activists who, whether as fulltime public interest attorneys, as pro
bono advocates, or through outside
professional activities, are active in
representing low-income, minority,
women, and other public interest

3rd Year Poetry
HASTINGS·
(·With all due respect, apologies and
appreciation to Allen Ginsberg for his
poem America which you, dear
reader, are encouraged to peruse for a
more complete understanding of this
author's musing. See Howl and other
Poems (1956) at p. !H)
Hastings I've given you all and now
I'm nothing.
Hastings three years of my life that
end May 2!1, 1981.
I can't stand my own mind.
Hastings when will we end the legal
war?
Go fuck yourself with your final
exams.
I don't feel good don't bother me.
I won't take the bar exam till I'm in
my right mind.
Hastings when will you be angelic?
When will you discontinue numerical
grades?
When will you stop trying to sterilize
our minds?
When will you be worthy of your
million-dollar buildings?
Hastings why are your libraries full
of tears?
Hastings when will you be responsive
to community?
I'm sick of your insane demands.
When can I go into the records
office and get the classes I need
with my good nature?
Hastings after all it is innocent
students who are perfect and not
the legal world.
Your machinery is too much for me.
You made me want to be a saint.
There mUit be some other way to
undenake justice.

clients.
the bimonthly "Califor. ｉｍｾａｃｔＬ＠
ma Digest of Public Interest Practice ..
ｫ･ｰｾ＠
ｾ｣ｴｩｶｳＮ＠
up to date on ｬｩｴｧ｡ｯｾＬ＠
administrative actions, legislation,
and other developments in the legal
arena, as well as on issues of funding
attorneys' fees, and other matters of
emerging concern . Students in the
Public Interest Law Program do the
substantive research for IMPACT articles, during which they are in close
contact with attorneys working in various fields including prisoners' rights,
consumer law, landlordltenant, domestic relations, environmental and
energy law, and labor relations. Guest
columnists write articles on topics such
as the move to dismember the Legal
Services Corporation or how a recent
appellate decision may mean greater
opportunities to litigate consumer
cases. The regular " Profiles" column
highlights a local public interest organization.
The DIRECTORY OF PUBLIC INTEREST ORGANIZATIONS lists
nearly !l00 groups in the Bay Area.
Students at the University of Santa
Clara are preparing a comprehensive
update of the South Bay counties,
which should be published this summer. The Directory is in nearly every
public library and legal aid office in
the Bay Area, and is relied upon by referral services, job seekers, working attorneys who constantly need the collaboration of experts in other fields,
and community activists.
The PUBLIC INTEREST LIBRAR Y and BRIEF BANK being
compiled by students at the Clearinghouse will offer a reference source on
issues including attorneys' fees, standing, class actions, and developments in
substantive fields of law. The Brief

Dean Anderson is out of town I don't
think he'll come back it's sinister.
Are you being sinister or is law
school some form of practical joke?
I'm trying to come to the point.
I refuse to give up my obsession.
Hastings stop pushing I know what
I'm doing.
Hastings the new building reflects
your lack of passion.
I haven't been to the placement
office for months, everyday
another corporation holds
interviews.
Hastings I feel sentimental about
learning for the sake of knowledge.
Hastings I used to be a socialist in
college and I'm not sorry.
I smoke marijuana almost every
chance I get
I sit in classes for weeks on end and
stare at empty seats of scholars
who memorize Gilbert's.
When I go to Oakland I get drunk
and never laid.
You shouild have seen me reading
Ginsberg.
My moot court partner thinks I'm
perfectly right .
I won't read canned briefs on the
bus .
I have mystical visions and cosmic
vibrations.
Hastings I still haven't told you what
you did to the Public Interest
Law Program in three years .
I'm addressing you.
Are you going to let your emotional
life be run by official
announcements?
I'm obsessed by the Hastings Weekly.
I read it every week.
Its cover stares at me every time I
go inside from McAllister patio .
I read it in the small reading room
when I'm bored.

ｾ｡ｮｫ＠

will provide sample pleadings ,
like those in the traditional attorney's
form books, to increase low -cost repre sentation in consumer , landlord ten ant, and other often routine - but
seemingly complex
cases.
This spring, the Clearinghouse is offering a series of SEMINARS for attorneys and non -lawyers on various meth ods of public interest advocacy. The
first seminar , on LOBBYING
SKILLS, was held on January 17 at
Golden Gate University. The two re maining seminars will be on WORK
ING WITH THE MEDIA , to be held
in mid-March and on CONSUMER
LAW FOR THE SOLO PRACTI TIONER, in Mid-May Clearinghouse
students are deeply involved in the
planning and organization of sample
consumer pleadings and other materi als for these seminars.
The Clearinghouse also contemplates publication of public interest
MONOGRAPHS on subjects such as
how to effectively participate in the
state budget planning process, or on
some aspect of attorney's fees . Mono graphs are intended to be of the scope
of a law review article but, because of
their practical or strategic nature,
might not normally be published in a
professional journal.
A PUBLIC INTEREST PLACE·
MENT SERVICE is being developed ,
as is a LEGISLATIVE WATCH which
will monitor and coordinate efforts on
all statewide legislation affecting the
public interest .
These and other projects are rapidly
being implemented at the Public In terest Clearinghouse this semester. If
you have time to volunteer or would
simply like to learn more about what
we do, please contact us at 557 -4014.

It's always telling me about
responsibility . Employers are
serious. The faculty is serious.
Everybody's serious but me .
It occurs to me that I am Hastings.
I am talking to myself again .
Discipline is rising against me ,
I haven't got a reasonable chance.
My national resources consist of two
joints of Humbolt sinsemilla an
unpublishable Supreme Court
decision that decriminalizes
marijuana cultivation and fifteen
hundred mental patients,
I say nothing about my worthless
professor who with a blank stare
asks "What word am I looking
for? " when he should teach .
I have abolished true Socratic
learning, compassion 15 the next
to go.
My ambition is to create corporate
robots , despite the concept of
justice.
Hastings how can I write a judicious
litany in your silly mood?
I will continue like Pillsbury my
citations are as prestigious
as theirs more so they' re all
dissenting opinions .
Hastings I will sell you cites $12 ,50
each $2.50 down on your old cite,
Hastings settle with PILA and the
named plaintiffs ,
Hastings open up minority
admissions.
Hastings LEOP must not die .
Hastings I am the SpeCial Admissions
Coalition.
Hastings in my first year Dave took
me to the Silent Vigil we sat on
the floor held placards watched
faculty step over us into their
meeting and became friends
everybody was so sincere you have
no idea what a good thing collec-
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ConfUSing
Multitudes
Are you confused by the multitude
of public interest organizations around
Hastings? If so , you are in good company, The following descriptions
should help to identify the different
groups.
Public Interest Law Foundation - a
non-profit corporation of Hastings
students and alumni whose members
contribute a portion of their incomes
to fund public interest projects .
Public Interest Law Association - a
student organization advocating
establishment of a public interest
academic program and community
legal clinic by Hastmgs College of the
Law. PI LA is a leading party in the
suit against the College over the commitment to develop the program and
clinic .
Bay Area Public Interest Law Consortium - a group of four law
schools - Golden Gate University ,
University of San Francisco, University
of Santa Clara and Hastings - which
sponsors an academic program for a
limited number of students , and the
Public Interest Clearinghouse and
Resource Center
Public Interest Clearinghouse and
Resource Center - a communications
and resource center for public interest
activists located next to the new
building at !I!I!I Golden Gate Avenue.
The Clearinghouse sponsors seminars
and conferences , publishes a California Digest of Public Interest Practice,
and a directory of Bay Area Public In ·
terest Organizations, and IS now inaugurating a nationwide placement
service listing public interest jobs for
attorneys , paralegals, students and
others.

tive action was in 1979 Harry Ed ·
wards was shouting at you the
other day a teacher of how it really
is made me see I once heard him
talk about Bakke and racism in
academia . Everybody must have
been a spy .
Hastings you don't really want' to
shut them out
Hastings it's them bad Minorities ,
Them Minorities them Minorities
and them Women . And them
Minontles ,
The Third World wants to get our
jobs The Third World 's power
mad She wants to take our
graduates from out our corpora tions.
Her wants to grab Montgomery
Street. Her needs a black
Martindale-Hubbell. Her wants
our clinic offices in West Oakland ,
Him big bureaucracy running our
law schools.
That no good . Ugh Him make
Indians learn Corporations , Him
need brilliant white niggers , Hah .
Her make us all work four pro
bono hours a day , Help,
Hastings this is quite serious ,
Hastings this 15 the impression I get
from watching Admissions and
Curriculum Committee meetings ,
Hastings is this correct?
I'd better get right down to the job .
It's true I don't want to become a
partner at Orrick or be a pro secutor in Ora nge County, I'm
slightly nearsighted and lack
amb ition anyway,
Hastings I m putting my idealistic
shoulde r to the wheel.
Don Ayoob
Class of 1981
Phone 540-6927
Locker 1181

February'o .N.
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An Open Letter
From ASH
Continued from page 3
rassed rather than protected , it merely
adds to the problems we are addressing. A school is a place of learning,
but it should also be a place where
learning can be done in a pleasant environment.
III . MEPs
ASH advised first year students to
boycott the MEPs last year. As yet, we
have found no reason to change that
advice. The MEPs constrain student
schedules and freedom of choice in an
unreasonable fashion. They also provide a good example of the negative
atmosphere at Hastings.
When the MEPs were announced,
the reaction was: "Now I'm being
forced to take a course with Professor
A, if I want to take a different course
with Professor B. " While the MEPs
were used to help students get better
schedules with fewer hassles, the interpretation by the students was as noted.
Why? An inherent distrust of the administration exists at Hastings. This
comes from the school handing down
rules and programs which affect
students without seeking their input.
The MEPs are a perfect example.
While they were not final when they
were introduced; they were clearly
somewhat final (i. e. , while this is not a
final proposal, you can write down
your suggestions as you register for
next year's MEPs) . If this did not seem
like the approach from the administration's angle, perhaps this is
because no students were consulted beforehand to see what we thought .
Our proposed solution is simple. We
do not like the MEPs and never have.
Our reasons were presented in detail

last year. We propose to eliminate the
MEPs and to return to the old system.
While the old system had its imperfections, it was infinitely better than the
present one. Again, student input at
the creation stages could have avoided
the entire problem.
Another possible solution would be
to lessen the system's inflexibility by
allowing students to add or drop certain courses after MEP selection has
-..been made. In this way students could
be assured of receiving all their bar
courses and still retain flexibility in
their choice of electives. Also, individuals with outside commitments
will not be constrained by a set
schedule.
IV . The New Building and
100 McAllister
Where was the input as to allocation
of space in the new building? It was
nonexistent. It is not too late for the
Empire Hotel reconstruction. However, recently, ASH has discovered
that plans for the building's renovation have been removed from the
auspices of the Faculty-Student Com mittee which was to consider it. Again ,
it seems that student input in the remodeling of a building to house students will not be invited .
The solution to this problem is obvious . Create a situation where stu dents have access to those who will be
ultimately in charge of the building's
reconstruction. Remember, we pave a
diverse student body ; many students
have professional training in other
areas . If we are looked upon as a
group not to be controlled , but rather
as a group of future professionals who
may have reasonable and intelligent
ideas, then we will be taking a large
step in the right direction .
V. The Records Office
This presents one of the largest
problems at Hastings. It is not difficult
to find a student who has had a bad
experience in the office. This office
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has done more to create a hostile atmosphere at Hastings than any other
factor. The problem is not so much
the employees (notably, the most ob·
jectionable employee is not there this
year), but rather the inflexibility with
which the office is run .
Time and time again , people are
thwarted from rescheduling exams. in
a school that places so much weight on
exams, one would think that a person
would not have to fight to not have to
take three of them over a two-day
period. This is a true story of an exstudent. A woman's sister was killed in
a car accident. When she arrived the
next day at school to reschedule her
finals, she was told that such a delay
was impossible. After some haggling
the result was reached that she could
take them in a week. This is shocking.
Such callousness is not to be believed.
Eventually, a realistic solution was
reached, but "eventually" is too late.
To meet such indifference in the face
of a tragedy is truly revolting. Perhaps
this explains why a year later this
woman withdrew. Again, this is a true
story. While it is extreme, it is nonetheless an example of what we have
had to deal with over the years.
Another problem is the Drop/ Add
and Petition process. This semester
there is no petition process, as it has
been deemed unnecessary. Each semester students complain of some
computer mistakes. Further, events
occur in life which make last minute
changes a necessity . What I am getting
at is that a petition process is always
necessary. The system needs massive
reform . Perhaps an examination of
other schools is in order. If a system
can work at University of California
schools with more than 20,000 students , can't we develop a workable one
at Hastings?
Now, the latest problem. We no
longer have our grades posted. Again,
it is a decision which affects students,

but one which was handed down to
them as final. There were many sur·
prised individuals at Hasting. on
January 12. It also serves as another
good reason for the inherent distrust
spoken of earlier.
The basic reaction was, "Now we
can't find out when a professor curves
his grades too low." Even if this was
not the reason (we have been told confidentiality was the rationale), this was
the uniform response. Merely because
several may complain about privacy,
this does not warrant sudden and
unannounced action which affecu the
entire student population. We want
our grades posted. If individuals do
not like it, then the solution is to
"white-out" individual exam numbers
on the posting sheet, not eliminate the
, system. If students were given the
"white-out" option before exams, the
number would be less than the group
which is now turning postcards into
the office. Think first before you act.
You can never know how we will feel
about a new policy unless you ask us
first. That is why ASH is here. That is
why students elect a student government.
VI. Two More Examples of
Problems at Hastings
ASH has always allocated parking
spots to student carpools. The theory,
it seems, is that students are best
equipped to decide on student carpools. Upon return this January, ASH
no longer serves this function. While it
was extra work which we did not relish, why weren't we asked or told beforehand of the change? Ignoring the
students is the norm, not the exception.
We also returned to discover that we
cannot use the lobbies anymore for
group-tables. A new area on the second floor of the new building has
been allocated. However, we like using

Continued on page 7
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Bonings Law News

Public Interest
Information Fair Feb 12

ASH Open Letter
Continued from page 6
the lobbies. We no longer have the
Old Commons which served as a place
where all students could congregate.
We need an area where all of the
students pass by (i.e., the lobby of the
new building). Why was the policy
changed? For the record, we liked it
the way it was, and would prefer that
it remain that way.
While this may read as a letter of
complaint, it is much more. It is a demand for action. This is not a conclusive list of problems; it is a
representative one. ASH, as the governing body, is ready and willing to
meet with the Deans and begin instituting some of these requested
changes.
We do not wish or plan to call a
strike. Strikes are extreme measures
and hurt everyone. However, areas of
recourse are open. We plan to go to
Sacramento for the budget hearings
and explain what we feel are the problems at Hastings. The SAC and PI LA
will be there, and so will ASH. There
are problems which need immediate
attention here, and if the administration does not want to deal with them,
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perhaps Sacramento will.
Furthermore, we are prepared to
send this information to undergraduate institutions. We will instruct them
that the student body of Hastings no
longer feels that this is a viable or
desirable place to attend law school.
Certainly these measures are ex·
treme. Nobody has a greater vested interest in maintaining and enhancing
the school's reputation than we do . We
are not out to harm the institution; we
want to make it a better place. ASH
calls upon the Deans to respond to the
student demands. We further call up on the administration to stop ignoring
us , but rather to include us in the process of running the school, and developing future policy.
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San Francisco - The first " PUBLIC
INTEREST !NFORMATION FAIR"
in the Bay Area is being sponsored by
the Public Interest Clearinghouse and
a group of local Public Interest Law .
Foundations . The Fair will be held on
Thursday, February 12, from 12 to 6
PM at 333 Golden Gate Avenue in Sa n
Francisco.
The Fair has been planned to enable local public interest organizations
to share information as to who they a re
and what they do. Over forty such
groups have already pledged to a ttend , and more are expected to participate .
Law students from throughout
northern California will be given a
chance to meet with representatives
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from these public interest organizations and to assess the range of work
they might engage in both in school
and upon graduation . It is hoped that
students meeting representatives from
the participating organizations will be
able to arrange volunteer , clinical ,
work / study , or - who knows - even
career jobs as a result of the Infonnation Fair.
The Fair is designed to provide a
pragmatic, informative look at public
interest law practice. In keeping with
this , twO workshops are being planned :
the first will explain Public Interest
Law Foundations, a most promising
source of funding for new public interest projects .
The second workshop is on "How to
Plan a Public Interest Career," and
will include a discussion of the value of
judicial clerkships and private practice, how to be creative in locating or
designing a public interest job , and
pro bono activities . Panelists include
the Hon . Thelton Henderson of the
U.S. District Court, Ralph Cavanagh
of the Natural Resource Defense
Council, Eva Jefferson Paterson of the
Lawyer's Committee for Urban Af·
fairs, and Judith D. Ford, Regional
Director of the Federal Trade Com ·
mission .
The Information Fair is co-sponsored by the Public Interest Clearinghouse as an inauguration of its Placement Service which began in January,
and by the Public Interest Law Foundations at Boalt Hall , Hastings , Uni versity of San Francisco, the University
of Santa Clara, and Stanfotd .
For further information, call the
clearinghouse at 557 -4014.
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SAC is Back
Continued from page 1
recommendations. The two major
areas of contention were: (1) the tim·
ing of the admissions process, and (2)
student input into the selection pro·
cedure. Boster and the conservatIves
pushed for a weekly selection schedule
while SAC was willing to compromise
from last year's end of the year all·at·
once process to a three time "batch"
system. The Prugh / Bird/ Kanowitz
faction insisted obsessively that
speeding up the system will solve all
the admissions problems. LEOP
groups say that a weekly system is un·
workable for student reviewers already
busy with an academic courseload.
The Committee voted out a compro·
mise calling for two batch dates and
then weekly selections in the Spring.
(This was the compromise vetoed by
the December Faculty meeting.)
The meetings got particularly hot
around the vital student input issue.
Students sitting in on these sessions
said afterwards that the air was so
thick with racism that it could be cut
with a knife . The Bird/ Kanowitz fac·
tion pulled out all the old cliches.
Hastings' record on affirmative action
was defended . Pretty tough to justify
when you consider that while Hastings
graduates 1/ 8 of an California
lawyers, only 3.8% of California
lawyers are minorities (L.A. Daily
Journal Report, November 17 , 1978.)
In our state , the white lawyer/ white
population ratios is 1 :367, while the
Chicano lawyer / Chicano ratio is
1:5,158. (Ibid.) It was said that
Hastings must not do anything tpat
would lower our high academic stan·
dards. Yet our LEOP students are
coming in with better records than did
most law students twenty years ago
when our professors went. to school:
("Until 1961 the Boalt Hall Law
School automatically admitted any

Placement Office
Discrimination
Continued from page 1
minorities , to use the Placement Of·
fice, little has been done to implement
that policy. The Placement Office has
taken only token steps to discourage
discrimination in hiring. The director
of the Placement Office refused to post
a notice which would inform students
that the office recognizes that employ·
ment discrimination persists and that
students who have complaints should
contact Placement Office staff imme·
diately. The director justified her
refusal by saying that, "if students are
smart enough to get into Hastings,
they are smart enough to complain if
they have a complaint ... You can lead
a horse to water, but you can't make it
drink." To explain why so many
students are reluctant to complaint to
the Placement Office, students have
suggested that the Placement Office is
perceived as part of the legal and edu·
cational establishment which actively
perpetuates inequalities b.e tween races
and sexes. The director considered
students with such a view as just "part
of the problem."
Besides this failure to adequately
handle discrimination complaints,
other Placement Office practices dis·
courage the use of the school place·
ment facilities by minorities and
women. 1) For the most part, firms
solicited by the Placement Office are
not interested in community lawyers
and have not implemented meaning·
ful affirmative action hiring. Minority
students have requested that the
Placement Office contact more firms
which are interested in poverty and
civil rights issues. One student was told
that the Placement Office couldn't
meet the needs of all the students and
that no changes were going to be made
because the Placement Office already
met the needs of the majority of
students. 2) Although some employers

Margo Feinberg, Student Vice-President of
National Lawyers Guild, addressing Oct. 31 rally
college graduate with a B average.
The LSA T was required only for those
with less than a B ... . And in those
days a score of 500 was enough for ad·
mission." MALDEF, Law School Ad·
missions Study, 1980.) Professor Bird
hinted broadly that student input into
admissions was smokescreen behind
which LEOP could sneak political
ideologues into Hastings. SAC

specifically request that the Placement
Office inform third world and female
students of their intent to hire more
women and minorities , the Placement
Office has never directly informed the
student associations nor ever included
such information in posted an·
nouncements about upcoming inter·
viewers. 3) The Placement Office pro·
vides no information or training on
anti·discrimination and equal employ·
ment laws to employers who interview
or solicit resumes from Hastings
students. The director has claimed
that to give out such information
would insult the firms. Insults to
employers are taken much more
seriously than insults to students. 4)
Finally, the Placement Office has not
even posted the EEO notice required
of all employment agencies or
established a formal discrimination
complaint and compliance mechan·
ism . The cummulative effect of these
practices and ommissions is undeni·
able. The Placement Office benefits
white and male students more than'
minority and female students.
This disparity exists despite
Hastings' obligation to encourage
equal employment opportunity.
Hastings is a public entity in a state
where employment, free from racial or
sex discrimination, is considered a
fundamental right, but less than 4%
of the attorneys are members of racial
minorities. As part of a respected
academic institution, the Hastings
Placement Office's example sets stan·
dards for public and private employers
across the state . However, the Hastings
Placement Office which is the primary
placement service for the largest law
school in California has dismally failed
to meet . its obligation.
Students are organizing to challenge
these conditions. Anyone who is in·
terested in changing practices at the
Placement Office should watch for an·
nouncements of upcoming meetings
and actions.

responded that LEOP's stated goal is
to help meet the legal needs of minori·
ty communities and the LEOP review
and input is essential to determine
many of the factors affecting candi·
dates' eligibility under the program
such as bilingualism, potential for
community service, desire to use legal
tools for the benefit of a disadvantaged
community, etc. Only one faculty

member, stating that "the students we
have here are the living embodiment
of the LEO program," recommended
respecting student evaluationJ. The
Bird/Kanowitz group rallied the committee around the patently bogus iuue
of "privacy," claiming that madatory
LEOP review by student associationJ is
"coercive" and an "invasion of
privacy" (possibly protected by federal
law). Not a shred of documentation
was offered to substantiate this argument.
That was 1980. It's now 1981 and
SAC is back and SAC intends to stick
around until Hastings lives up to its
often proclaimed commitment to
minority enrollment. SAC wants to
make an honest law school out of
Hastings. SAC wants to make Hastings
responsible to the community that
pays the bills around here: the hardworking tax·payers of the state of
California. Third World and white
working class communities are not get·
ting their money's worth out of
Hastings. Our state law schools should
start graduating their sons and
daughters so that they can come back
and serve these underserved com·
munities.
SAC is back. This semester will see
an intensification of SAC's lobbying in
Sacramento. There will be more or·
ganizing with concerned community
and alumni groups. The prospect of
collective student action is in the air.
SAC and its supporters want to make
Hastings a more humane place. SAC
wants to make Hastings an integrated
law school training an integrated Cali·
fornia bar. SAC wants to make Has·
tings a responsible part of the com·
munity that supports it not the ivory
fortress of LSA T elitists prtected by an
ever more draconian security system
ruled by an every more arbitrary ad·
ministration in the service of an every
more restricted clientele that is ever
more clearly taking shape before our
eyes.
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